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Outline
Overview of J-PARC ν-target
Status of T2K target
He leak trouble in 2015
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Thermal shock resistance of graphite target
Material : Isotropic graphite (IG-430 by Toyo. Tanso. Co. ltd.)
Tensile strength = 37.2MPa
Geometry: L = ~900mm (~2λint),φ=26mm (main part)
(cf. proton beam size: σx=σy=4.2mm)
← Optimized to maximize the neutrino flux.
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Energy deposit: 41kJ/3.3×10

proton (30GeV 1spill)

Thermal shock : ΔT = 200K, σeq = 7.2MPa
→ Safety factor = 3.5 (including cyclic fatigue)
Heat load: 19.6kW for 750kW beam

Radius
Beam
direction
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Conceptual design of J-PARC ν target
Co-axial two cooling tube structure to enable the target
to be detached from horn.
Contained by He-tight case made of Ti-6Al-4V
t=0.3mm for beam-window part.
Target case become same electric potential due to
AC-coupling: O(1kV)
→ Electric Insulation at support structure and Hetubes is necessary.
→ Connect to grand via high resistance (4MΩ) to
avoid the charge-up.

Target is installed inside
electro magnetic horn.
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Mechanical structure of target
Graphite-graphite bonding w/ thread structure
Spacer between cooling tube is unified to
road/tube part.
Graphite-Ti alloy parts: fixed by bolts w/ low
clamping force metal seal.

proton beam

Metal Resilient Seal by Mitsubishi cable
industries, Ltd
Beam window (Ti-6Al-4V)
Bolt (Ti-6Al-4V)
Metal Seal
C-C joint

proton beam

Outer tube
(Ti-6Al-4V)

Inner tube (graphite)
Graphite target

Assembled graphite parts

proton beam
Insulator (Al203) proton beam
Beam window (Ti-6Al-4V)
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Components of J-PARC neutrino target
Inner tube
Graphite target
Mechanical Prototype

Downstream beam window
Assembled graphite parts

Assembled Ti-alloy tube

Mechanical Prototype

Mechanical Prototype

Pictures during assembly
Ceramic insulator w/ resistor

Outer tube (Ti-6Al-4V)
t = 0.3mm

Upstream beam window
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Target Operation Status

1st target

2nd target

1st target (2009 Apr. ~ 2013 May) : No significant trouble
6.7×10

20

POT: Max beam power ~230kW

2nd target (2014 May ~)
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15.8×10

POT so far: Max beam power ~480kW

No significant change of Neutrino event by On-axis ND(INGRID).
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Trouble: Cooling He leak (2015)
Overview of Target He cooling system
By-pass valve is adjusted to keep the pressure of He supply to target.
B1 machine room

strainer

2nd Heat Ex.

Compressor After cooler Filter

Bypass
Valve

1st Heat Ex.

target

Buffer tank
Buffer tank

Compressor

TS He Vessel

1st Heat Exchanger

Strainer

Helium

Water
Water

Filter
After cooler
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Trouble: Cooling He leak (2015)
During beam operation, He supply pressure is decreasing although the by-pass valve is closing.
Because it was possible to keep He flow rate, we could to continue the beam operation as
scheduled.
After the He compressor stopped, He pressure decrease is significant. → Indication of He leak.
By checking the He pressure with closing valves, we found that the He leak point was below the
1st horn support module.
Valves at TS-He vessel

He supply Pressure、 He pressure at Buffer Tank

TS-B1 Air exhaust
2015/6/3 16:00
〜 2015/6/6 10:00,
2015/6/8 10:00~

He return pressure
He pressure at compressor suction
Bypass valve opening
He compressor ON
(2015/5/7 9:18,9:56)

He flow rate

He compressor OFF
(2015/6/3 16:37)

He temperature (Target inlet, Target outlet, He around target)
Beam operation
2015/5/8 23:15
〜 2015/6/3 9:00)

Valves at the top of
1st-horn support module
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He leak hunt (2015)

He leak point was identified by transporting 1st-horn+target
system to the maintenance area.
Remote He gas sample using manipulator
+ Handy He-gas leak detector
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Successful real detection at the U-shape part
Left side(He outlet): Detected at ceramic break.

Detected: at ceramic break.

Not detected @ bellows

Tried 3 times, and the signal is reproduced
every time.
Over-range for high-sensitivity mode
3~4 indicator for standard sensitivity mode
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No He signal from other parts
Horn support module - horn module (1 1/2 Swagelok connection) : Not detected.

Thermocouples feed-through: Not detected
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No He signal from other parts
Right side(He Inlet) is OK.

Around beam window: Not detected.

CF flanges: Not detected.
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Checked part
Vertical bellows, horizontal bellows (right side): OK.

Vertical bellows (left side, just above of the ceramic break):
Detected, but response was very slow.(It may be due to the He leak at ceramic break.)
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Visual inspection of the web cam
We can not see any significant damage.
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Further Investigation of Target He leak
To check if the left ceramic break is unique leak position, we tried to stop the
leak by applying“Torr Seal” to Ceramic-Stainless steal joint using
manipulators.
Before the application, we cleaned up with ethanol.
After the application, check the pressure proof test by snoop method.
We made the tool to apply ethanol, snoop liquid and “Torr Seal” by
manipulator operation.

Cleaning work with ethanol by manipulator (2015/11/16)
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“Torr Seal” application-1 (2015/11/17)
Modified pneumatic caulking tool with small USB camera is handled by manipulators.
After the application, making it uniform using nylon spatula with USB camera.
Protect the CF flange by covering with nylon sheet.
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“Torr Seal” application-1 (2015/11/17)
Applying “Torr Seal” to down stream side of the ceramic break.
We tried very carefully at first. There is no compound that falls into drops in this time.
Before

Before
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Leak check after the application-1
Pressure drop is improved but there is still He-leak.
Before the application: ~-84 [Pa/sec] → After the application ~-15[Pa/sec]
Pressure decrease speed become 1/6.
Check the leak with bubble test. He leak was found at upstream side of
ceramic joint.
The leak test liquid is washed away by ethanol.
→ Apply “Torr Seal” to upstream end, too.
Bubble is produced at the top of the joint.
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“Torr Seal” Application -2(2015/11/19)
nylon “stamp” is prepared, because of the limited access.
Upstream joint is opposite side from the manipulator operator.
The bottom of the joint is hidden place by U-shape pipe. (Blind spot)
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Leak check after the application-2(2015/11/20)
The pressure drop was not changed. (~-15[Pa/sec])
The He leak also found by bubble method.
→Try further application in 11/21.
Leaked He gas is
going around the
edge of the CeramicStainless Steal joint.

We became more and more drastic as we repeating the trial.
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“Torr Seal” appliccation-3 (2015/11/21)
Apply the compound using spatula. → He leak became < -0.02 Pa/sec
-4
3
(It corresponds to O(10 ) Pa m /s): No other leak point
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Possible cause of the trouble
U-shaped tube was made by cold-bending.
→ Spring-back by aging or heating exceeds the movable range of the bellows.
→ Shear stress at ceramic-metal bonding parts was happened.
Supporting evidence:
Spare U-shape tube is deformed after heating.
The dimension of another U-shape tube for spears target is also changed.

Brazed'joint'
(Aluminum)

2hrs%@%500°C

Garlok'ﬂange

316L''
Stainless
	

Alumina'ceramic

Pipe%1%
NOTE:%No%movement%seen%at%
2008%1%109.6mm%
room%temperature%over%7yrs%
2015%1%109.6mm%
A7er%2hrs%@%500°C%1%113.0mm%(+%3.4mm)%
A7er%a%further%48hrs%@%500°C%1%113.1mm%(+%3.5mm)
I%have%completed%my%weekend%run%of%heat%
treatments%and%I'm%afraid%it%doesn't%look%good%
for%the%pipes%at%200°C%either.%
%
These%pipe%bends%are%351mm%long%as%shown.

304L'''
Stainless
Ti46Al44V
Conﬂat'ﬂange''
(Aluminum'gasket)

Pipe%2%
2008%)%no%measurement%
2015%)%108.4mm%
A7er%64hrs%@%200°C%)%111.8mm%(+%
3.4mm)%
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2012/12 Adjust spare U-tube dim. by heating

2013/4 Installation test: OK

But, in 2014, ﬂange position miss-matched
with mock-up test by ~1mm
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1st target (2009~2013) and 2nd target (2014~)
Although the beam intensity was different, He gas temperature is not different very much because the He
gas flow rate is adjusted according to the beam intensity.
Possible difference:
lot-by-lot difference of the remaining stress after cold-bending
Difference of the effective movable range of bellows part due to the machining accuracy of ICF
flange, U-shape bending, etc.
1st-target

2nd target

He outlet temperature. He inlet temperature

He ﬂow rate

Beam intensity
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How to fix the problem.
Replacing the U-shape tube with troubled ceramic break with
modified parts.
We are very lucky because the ICF flange is fixed with the bolts
inserted from front side and the thread holes of backward flanges.

Thread holes
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Parts modification (RAL)
(560!Nm3/h)

	

U-shape bend → Miter welding

1.6"
1.4"

![kPa]

1"
0.8"

	

Although the pressure drop become
large(0.8kPa→1.5kPa), it is much less than target
itself and 1st heat exchanger (~0.07MPa,
respectively).

1.2"

0.6"
90°

x"2"[kPa]"

180°

[kPa]"

0.4"
0.2"
0"

Change the material of ceramic break:

10"

30"

50"

70"

90"

110"

130"

150"

170"

190"

210"

![ ]

Increase the movable range of bellows parts.

![kPa]

2"

SS'

x"2"[kPa]"

180°

[kPa]"

1"

0.5"

0"
300"

Old'design'

90°

!(200 )

1.5"

	

Ceramic-Stainless steel → Ceramic-Inconel
(Diffusion bonding)
→ Similar thermal expansion will reduce the
remaining stress around joint part.

	

2.5"

350"

400"

450"

500"

[Nm3/h]!

550"

600"

650"

700"

New'design'
Longer'
Inconel'600'
Thicker'
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Modified parts (RAL)
Good performance:
The distortion after 480℃ 48 Hours aneeling (after welding) is quite small.(0.05mm)
-13

He leak is small enough: <10

3

[Pa・m /s]

But, it is difficult to welding without damaging the ceramic-metal diffusion bonding part.
RAL group is working to establish the alternative design for future production.
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Replacement of He tube by remote handling.
Two type of the replacement equipment was developed by collaboration work among
KEK, RAL and TRIUMF.
We did the dry-run for both system, and choose one based on the preference by
actual manipulator operator.
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Successfully Replaced!
Replacement was completed very smoothly.

“Garlok seal”

If I'm forced to say something, we are confused
about the direction of rotation to loosen the Garlok
remote connection flange.

Before

After
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Symptom at Run-6 (2015)
Flow rate [Nm3/h]
Supply Pres. [MPaG]
Return Pres. [MPaG]
Suction Pres. [MPaG]
Bypass valve. [%]
He temp. raise [K]

He outlet temp. [C]He inlet temp. [C]

Beam Power [kW]

!!! Unstable !!!

Target He status after the repair
Flow rate [Nm3/h]

Supply Pres. [MPaG]

Return Pres. [MPaG]
Suction Pres. [MPaG]

Bypass valve. [%]
He temp. raise [K]

!!! Stable !!!
Flow rate adjustment
for beam power improvement

He outlet temp. [C]He inlet temp. [C]

Beam Power [kW]

Summary
2nd J-PARC neutrino target is surviving
against 30GeV-480kW proton beam
exposure unto 15.8×1020 POT.
We met the He leak trouble in 2015.
He leak position was identified by remote
operation with manipulator.
Troubled U-shape tube was successfully
replaced by remote maintenance by KEK/
RAL/TRIUMF collaboration.
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Back-up
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Troubles
in
Neutrino
Beam-line
•
The production target of the neutrino beam-line is cooled by He
-1 gas.3
→ Slow He gas leak was found in June, 2015. (Leak rate is 10 Pa m /s)

• He gas leak-point was inside Target-Station He vessel. There is no unexpected exhaust of the
activated material to outside.

• The target and horn is highly radio-activated equipment:
→ The inspection/repair work should be done inside the dedicated maintenance area by remote
handling.
→ He leak was found at the ceramic break for electric insulation that was stressed by the
unexpected distortion of the connecting bending tube.

• We found that the spare target system also have same trouble.
→ The re-design and production of the He tube with ceramic break was necessary.

• Therefore, the longer maintenance period than normal annual
“summer shutdown” was needed.
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Repair for the He tube for target cooling
• The leak hunt was done by KEK group supported by NIPPON ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
CO. LTD.

• The broken U-shape tube with ceramic break was developed RAL(UK) group.
→ Design modiﬁcation & spare parts production is done by them.

• The exchange procedure by remote handling using manipulators are developed by the
collaborative work between KEK/RAL/TRIUMF.

• The replacement work was done with the well-trained manipulators from TRIUMF.
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Target He-cooling system
P

Supply

T

F
T

P

Compressor

MV
Bypass

〜
〜
Return
Target
〜
Bypass valve 〜
is controlled so that supply pressure is stable.
〜

P

suction

O2 monitoring

Gas-chromatography system with the gas-sampling system w/
remote operation is constructed.
O2, CO, CO2, H2, CH4 can be detected: 1 ppm ~ 10000 ppm
Not only for target He-line, but other He-lines.
To Exhaust
stack

Gaschromatograph

Target station
Ground floor

Sample
tank

Vac. pump

B1 machine room
(Not-accessible
during beam op.)
Compressor

Buffer
tank

SV

He gas flow

target

Beam-line

Strainer / Filter
to catch unexpected
Graphite powder, etc
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Measured He purity
19

T2K Tun-5 (5/16-6/26): 7.8×10

POT (include beam-tuning run.)

T2K target No.2 is used.
Concentration of O2 is kept <100 [ppm], but ....
Increase of CO, CO2 is observed.
5/16

5/26

POT

0

7.8×1019

O2 [ppm]

1.7

1.8

CO [ppm]

1

156.7

CO2 [ppm]

2.6

65.1

N2 [ppm]

7.2

29.5

H2 [ppm]

2

245.1

CH4 [ppm]

0.6

33
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Measured He purity (Cont’d)
Two plausible possibility of O2 contamination.

1.Air leak at the seal of shaft of He compressor.
Air-leak rate that is estimated from N2 concentration
is less than CO,CO2 production rate.

2.He includes H2O contamination at the beginning.
O2 produced due to H2O decomposition?
H2O contamination is not measured yet.
19
cf. Tritium
measurement result after
7.8×10 POT received.
→ HTO=36.1[Bq/L], HT=8.8[Bq/L]

Other possibility:
Some amount of O2 is adsorbed by the target graphite?
Is there the source of CO, CO2 other than target?
← CO, CO2 production rate is not fully correlated with beam power (target temperature.)
One possibility is the oxidization of graphite parts of compressor used for lubricant.
Countermeasures
Adding the filter for He compressor system: Installation work is in progress.
We plan to use commercial products: “Super Clean Gas-filter” by Scientific Glass Technology, Ltd.
Filter capacity (catalog values): H2O = 1.8 [g/unit], O2 = 500[mL], CHx = 7[g/unit]
Flow the He gas around the He compressor shaft.
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O2 adsorptions?
Under investigation
Data during Beam off shows the contamination
changes due to ...

target-comp
valves

Target graphite is exist, or not.

Compressor

Compressor is on or off.

target

Preliminary

Buffer
tank

He gas flow

If it is true, it is better to design so that the target
case can be evacuated to remove the adsorbed O2.

target-comp
valves open

Gas
Measurement

Beam-line

He- compressor ON

He- compressor OFF
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